Questions Log - RDA Series –“Preparing Copy Catalogers …” April 6, 2011 1:00 p.m. Central Time



Q: with the typo in the title, why wouldn't the corrected spelling 246 have proper indicators and subfield i to explain instead of the separated 500 note?
A: According to RDA it is possible to provide 246 field with the corrected title without a note. The note is cataloger’s judgment and optional. In our slide example the note is probably not necessary but there are other scenarios when the note will be the place to explain the discrepancies between the title in 245 and 246 fields.  The records we used were not created for illustrative purposes; they were found in OCLC, which may explain this particular example. 

Q: how do you instruct copy catalogers on how to determine "probable date”
A: We would tell them to look for a probable date the way they do when they catalog in AACR2: any indication on the resource when it was published. If there is no date, a decade or number of decades, or a century could be given. 

Q: If you have a copyright date, must you also include any other date?
A: Yes, because the date of publication is a core element as well.

Q: Is RDA phasing out the 240 field in preference for 700 subfield t?
A: We are not aware of that, and our instructions to copy catalogers will not be affected by that either. The 240 field relates to work or expression of the resource being cataloged, and the 700 subfield t is for a related work or expression.

Q: Will we need to make changes to ALEPH or OCLC programs at individual library locations?
A:  There will be no need to make any changes to OCLC programs. ALEPH’s parent company, Ex Libris is well aware of the features of RDA. However, having no familiarity with ALEPH, I do not know whether valid fields are defined by the vendor (ExLibris) or the IT staff of the library. Most libraries use some form of local MARC customizations (e.g. 9xx fields) so it may well be the latter. If so, make certain that whoever makes such changes at your institution has seen OCLC TB 258.

Q: Does RDA use 700 subfield e Author instead of jt. author?
A:  The term in Appendix I is “author”.

Q: During the transition to RDA, will libraries accept both AACR and RDA records, leaving as is? I can't imagine going through the trouble to edit all AACR records to RDA before exporting, just to suit our catalog. I also would not think we would be replacing any records to RDA that are in AACR. I remember there are restrictions to what we change/edit. I hope you have time to address the restrictions point to a link to where we can read about this

A: Correct. We would not suggest anything other than accepting the form of description the record arrives with. This is what we meant by the “hybrid environment” of the catalog and that RDA and AACR records are similar enough that they can easily share the same catalog. We would certainly not advise adding RDA elements to AACR records or vice versa, the undesirable result of which would be a “hybrid record” which is not sharable as it would represent a compromised standard. As we mentioned, our operation is high volume; we would not wish to add any work that we already have, and the manual conversion of records from one standard to another would be counterproductive. One aspect I am curious about is if some library out there will make the effort to switch 245 data in ALL CAPS (a cataloger’s option when the t.p. appears as such) into the standard AACR2 (and an RDA option) lowercase rendition. This is because in some systems titles that display in ALL CAPS are either Acquisitions or unlinked (and likely suppressed) place-holder records representing something other than a catalog record. However, I do not believe (wishful thinking) that most catalogers will opt for the uppercase rendering of title data.


Q: should I update the tag table in-house or as the ILS vendor to send updated tag table (I am a Voyager Library)
 A: By now your library probably has made either some customizations or MARC standard updates to the tag tables in your local instance (unless Ex Libris hosts your server) even if you are in a consortia situation. You would need to find out who that person is…however, I would suspect anyone whose responsibility it is to keep the tables up to date is on top of it. What you can do to check if this work has been done is open the Voyager Cataloging module and view a bibliographic record. Place the cursor in the tag of any variable field (e.g. right on the 040) and press F2. That will show you all valid variable fields for bibliographic records. If you see the 336-338 tags listed as options, they are in there.


Q: What technical changes will we need to make?
 A: This is a very open question, and most of our advice can be found on slides 26-37 of our presentation. Probably a good idea for examining what your institution needs to do is to import some RDA records from WorldCat into your system. See if they validate, how they behave in search results and displays, both in staff side and in the OPAC. Work on what either fails validation or otherwise may present difficulties both to patrons and to library personnel. Address any problems that arise.



Q: What is Columbia doing about the GMD? Are they adding it to RDA records?
 A: No, we would not do that at all. One future option may be to globally convert GMD to display as would the 3xx fields, We’re hoping that future discovery systems will optimize the Content, Media and Carrier type fields in a FRBRized display that somehow will also incorporate legacy GMD classes. That way all records maintain the integrity of their standard without undesired hybridization.


Q: If you choose to keep the GMD in the 245 will this be a problem for others?
A: Adding the GMD to RDA records is undesirable, but if you mean keep the GMD in AACR2 records, that is fine. This is where we will all probably benefit from collaboration and communication as ILS user communities will develop creative solutions to problems of display. 


Q: can you talk about in., inches and cm
A:  The RDA prescribes using metric units but leaves it optional to record dimensions in a system preferred by the cataloging agency. If the question is about abbreviations vs symbols, metric units are considered symbols in RDA (e.g. cm). The LC practice for alternative instructs to use inches for discs.

Q: In the Guatemala example, should it be "various pagings" instead of "paging"?
A:  This is an example of a typo in the actual OCLC record, it should read “various pagings”

Q: What has been the comfort level of the copy cataloguers in adapting to RDA? 
A:  It has been interesting. At first we noticed that some of our copy catalogers and encountered (even downloaded) RDA records and used them for cataloging without asking a single question (that is not really a good thing). Others merely asked why the record had been constructed as it was (that is a good thing). We did send out a memo to staff to inform them about the presence of RDA records in WorldCat, etc. Surprisingly, it did not cause much stir. As copy catalogers, we do not expect of them to be over-zealous editors. They will need to identify when an RDA record is either incomplete or contains errors.  Original Catalogers are the real stakeholders here, they have many more conceptual adjustments to make.


Q: What do you think is the most important thing to let Public Services staff know about RDA?
 A: The impact on search results in the OPAC. Also, if aspects of RDA improve search strategies, the users should be instructed in adopting the new techniques. Somehow too, Public Services need to inform users if the hybrid catalog environment makes any search strategies “incomplete” by missing AACR2 records by targeting RDA format or missing RDA records by targeting AACR2 GMD designations.


Q: Does RDA cataloging of an item also involve creating records for the related work and expression if these records don't exist already
 A: No, cataloging for an item won’t involve creating records for related work and expression, and it shouldn’t be a concern of copy catalogers and their managers. Copy catalogers should work with an item in hand and decide whether the record they find in OCLC is describing their item correctly and according to a specific standard. 

Q: Could you clarify with a concrete example the type of change that may be expected with respect to headings? Are you referring to 650 LC subject headings that are added in house? 
A: When we talked about headings it was probably in the context of authority control, and we use a vendor (LTI) for authority control, we don’t create or maintain authority records locally. Names, uniform titles, series and LC subject headings (1Xx, 240, 4XX, 6XX, 7XX, 8XX) are verified against the Library of Congress authority file. LTI supplies our local catalog with new and updated authority records and replacement bibliographic records whenever a heading or a subdivision changes.  

Q: I didn't hear whether you said that the Library of Congress has decided to implement RDA or not.  If not, do we have any idea of when the decision will be made? 
A:  There is no decision of the three national libraries (Library of Congress, Agricultural National Library and National Library of Medicine) yet, it is expected to be announced before ALA annual in June 2011.

Q: To what extent are your copy cataloguers using outside resources to determine the description beyond the item in hand? 
A: Thus far we have only sent them informative memo’s alerting them what RDA records are and what are their main identifying features (similar to what we covered in the presentation). So long as they are not trying to edit them with AACR2 rules, it is sufficient until the larger policy issues are resolved. We’ve yet to update our online cataloging practices manual – the memos and office communications have been the only resources they’ve needed to consult. 


Q: Date of Publication is a CORE element of RDA, and is required? 
A:  Yes, the date of publication is a core element for single volume monographs and is required.

Q: So we are supposed to start using the copyright symbol instead of the letter c?[
A: Only if the record is coded as RDA, in AACR2 records the letter “c” is still valid for identifying copyright date.

Q: Does RDA impact 490/830 fields in any way?
 A: Yes, the most noticeable change for copy catalogers will be that fewer abbreviations are used in RDA, and RDA doesn’t require substituting Arabic numerals with Roman. So for example, “tom IV” is going to be an acceptable series numbering in subfield v of the 490 field. However, abbreviations are used for terms when indicating a relationship to the larger work (in MARC in the 8XX field).

Q: There was discussion on the OCLC Cat list about using thee Roman numerals for the copyright date versus making the numbers Arabic.  Do you use the Roman numerals? 
A: For AACR2 cataloging we use Arabic numerals. And we will accept Roman numerals if they come on a standard RDA copy.

Q: author is the term in app I 
A: Yes, this is the term in appendix I.

Q: You talked about the testing phase, but when will RDA official be in effect?
 A: That will depend to a certain degree on the decision expected from the national libraries before June 2011. 

Q: Assuming the National libraries accept using RDA, will you expect that libraries will convert AACR2 records to RDA after importing into their local ILS?
A:  No, we fully expect both standards to co-exist in OCLC and the local databases for a while, and wouldn’t think that libraries will convert AACR2 records to RDA in copy cataloging even if they implement RDA in their institutions.

Q: If there will be no more GMDs how will catalog users distinguish different formats in brief results displays?
 A: : The best answer to this is still unknown in detail, however GMD’s themselves are not as helpful as they could be ; mostly they are useful in alerting users that the format is something other than print. If [Electronic resource] applies both to an online journal or a CD-ROM, it is not a helpful limiter of format. If RDA becomes a widely adopted standard, the rich layers of carrier type/format definition in the 336-338 fields will likely soon find granular expression in discovery systems to best inform users. A likely solution is to generate format icons in the search results or limits.

Q: Have you started communicating the RDA changes to the public services librarians and how? 
A: : Some of our original catalogers who were heavily involved in RDA testing also serve on our OPAC committee. The OPAC committee is well represented by public services librarians and systems librarians. This was probably the most influential conduit of information sharing regarding RDA. The information sharing is pretty much complete. We’re all now in a wait and see holding pattern as to what the larger library community opts to do regarding implementation. 

Q: will there be a full transition to RDA? When?  What is the best way to keep records from becoming hybridized?
 A: We don’t expect to see a full transition to RDA, even if RDA is adopted it will be a phased implementation depending on the pace of different institutions. The best way to keep your records from being hybridized is to make sure that records are cataloged either according to AACR2 or RDA rules. For copy catalogers, local documentation will be crucial and it depends on the institutional decisions on RDA.

Q: where can we get a sample RDA record to see if it it works with our local programs?
 A: Try the following search in WorldCat: dx:rda and yr:2011 and cs=DLC and la:eng    This search gave me 908 results on 4-7-11. That should be a good start. You can adjust the cataloging source and language too for more variety 


Q: What kind of enhancement is available in OCLC for rda records? Does the Expert Community apply?
 A: : OCLC/WorldCat is pretty well up to date with all things RDA (we updated our local system based on OCLC’s Technical Bulletin 258). Anyways, it’s a good idea to ensure you are in the latest version of the Connexion client. We are still running 2.20 and some of our older workstations are still running 2.10. 2.30 is due for release very soon. We hope that changes to authority procedures, once implemented, will be supported by updated macros from the user community to assist in creating authority records.


Q: The 336-338 terms are often complicated and I would consider them almost unintelligible to a patron.  What can be done to help the patron, because to me, it's not just a display issue, it's a patron issue.
A: Libraries will need to decide how to display data contained in 336-338, it will again depend on local decisions and catalog limitations/features. Information contained in these fields maybe represented either displayed by icons or as search limits in the local catalogs. Libraries can also use their own style sheets to display different terms in their OPACs for terms in the controlled vocabularies for those elements they consider problematic.

Q: Yes, cm is an abbreviation.  The period following it in RDA records for the 300 field is the end of field punctuation
A: Metric units are considered abbreviations in AACR2, and symbols in RDA, “cm” could be followed by full stop in RDA if it is required by punctuation (e.g. in a series statement when a full stop is the punctuation preceding the next area).  This is a result of ISBD punctuation combined with MARC encoding, and not an RDA change because RDA is not a display format.


